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FAQs
Q: How do we recruit people to participate in prototyping if we can't pay 
them?
A: SNAP-Ed IAs can hire participants as contractors and compensate them. We had 
non-SNAP-Ed funding for this work that allowed us to pay them as participants, 
which is not allowed with SNAP-Ed funds. We have experience writing participants in 
our SNAP-Ed plan as contractors. Email us at designforsnaped@unc.edu for more 
information!

Q: How do I use these methods and approaches in a different sector or with 
a different population?
A: Design thinking methods and mindsets can be applied to work with any group of 
people across any sector! Design thinking starts with developing empathy and 
learning from those most impacted by the issue or challenge at hand. This is a 
valuable approach regardless of your specific design challenge or primary audience. 
All our tips and suggestions are applicable across sectors, populations, and 
intervention types (including policy, systems, and environmental change strategies!).
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FAQs
Q: How can rapid prototyping be used in SNAP-Ed plans that require 
us to use evidence-based interventions and PSE strategies?
A: SNAP-Ed IAs can write evidence-based interventions that are emerging into 
their plans. Emerging interventions are "community- or practitioner-driven 
activities that have the potential for obesity prevention but have not yet been 
formally evaluated for obesity prevention outcomes. Evaluation indices may 
reflect cultural or community-informed measures of success."1

Rapid prototyping can be conceptualized and talked about as making quick 
adaptations to ensure that the evidence-based strategies are appropriate and 
desirable for your priority audience and feasible for implementation.

1 SNAP-Ed Checklist for Evidence-Base 
Approaches: https://snaped.fns.usda.gov/library/materials/checklist-evidence-based-approaches



FAQs
Q: I'm overwhelmed! How do I even get started?

A: Deep breathes! We want these videos to be inspiring and educational. 
Here are some more tips:
• Consider slowing down how quickly you complete all four videos. 

Give yourself time to sit with and digest the content.
• Review the supplemental document accompanying these 

trainings, "Resources for Further Learning," for more information.
• Bring in a colleague to watch and discuss the videos with you and 

complete the exercises at the end of each video.
• Consider reviewing some of our other products/intervention 

materials to see more real-world examples of design thinking in 
action.



Thank you!

Questions? Email us at 
designforsnaped@unc.edu.


